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The full solution of a logical problem is given. 

In this note I shall consider the following logical problem. 

problem. There is a group of N persons, some of which are reiiafde and the rest are 
unreliuble being known that the reliable persons are a majority. A reliable person 
answers only the truth to all questions while an unreliable one answers sometimes 
the truth and sometimes a lie. A mathematician (not belonging to the group) wants 
to find out “who is who” in the group. For that he may ask any person about any 
other one in the group if the latter is a reliable person or not. What is the least 
number of questions by which he can find out for sure who is who in the group? 

Let Q(N) be the least number of questions. The first upper bound, Q(N) s 
2N- 3, was obtained (I believe so) by Konyagin, the author of the problem. A 
little later I could prove the estimate Q(N) s [$(N - l)]. After that another proof 
of this estimate was found by Shlosman. As concerns the lower bound, Ruzsa 
proved that Q(N) 3 [#N - 3)] and Galvin improved his result to the following: If 
NH, then 

if N=O (mod 61, 

otherwise 

(private communications). The purpose of this note is to prove the following 
result. ’ 

Theorem. Q(N) = [$(N - I)], N 2~ 3. 

Let at first N be odd, N = 2k + 1. We must prove that Q(av) = 3k. For that we 
shall prove at first that Q(N) 6 3k and next that Q(N) > 3k. As a matter of fact at 
the first stage we shall give an algorithm which solves the problem for 3k 
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questions and at the second one 
for lesser munber of questions. 

we shall prove that the problem cannot be 

The upper bound, Q(N) G 3k 

Algorithm. Let us enumerate the persons and ask the 2nd, 3rd, etc. if the 1st is 
reliable. We shall stop as soon as one of the following two events wilI occur: 

Event A. k persons have said that the first is reliable. Then the first is reliable 
indeed and all those who said “no” are unreliable. We ask now the first about all 
the other persons. The direct computation shows that we use 3k questions in this 
procedure. 

Event B. The number of those who sa:id “no” exceeds the number of those 
who said “yes”. In this case if m persons said “no”, then (m - 1) person said 
“yes” * tn=l,2,.... Moreover it is easy to verify that in the group of the East 2m 
persons the number of unreliable persons is not less then the number of reliable 
ones, so in the rest group of 2k + 1 - 2 t11 = 2(k - tn) + 1 persons the reliable 
persons form a majority. So using 3( k - m li questions we can sort out them. Next 
we choose a reliable person among them and ask about the 1st person and about 
those among the first 2m persons whose answers about the 1st were truthful 
(others are evidently unreliable). In such a way we sort out all the persons by 
2m -- 1+ 3( k - m ) + 1 + m = 3k questions what was to be shown. The upper bound 
is proved. 

The above mentioned Shlosman’s proof of the upper bound is based on another 
algorithm. It seems to be more complicated but in some sense it is more 
sconomic: If the group contains not more than M (<$N) unreliable persons it 
ends not later than after N +M questions. 

The lower bound. Q( IV) a 3k 

Assume Q(N) s 3k - 1. Now we shall give a strategy of answers and show that 
there exists always at least two dissections of the group of N persons into reliable 
and unreliable persons which agree with all the Q(N) answers. We divide ‘the 
game’ into two stages. 

Stage I. The first (k - 1) questions. 
All .he answers al,. . . , ffk_1 are “no”. Let (s,, sl,), . . . ,(sk_+ s&-J be the 

seq :cnce of the pairs of persons in the game (we <esk the Si about the si in the ith 
questio& Let G be a (not oriented) graph whose vertices are V= 
{s I3i = 1,. . . . k - 1: s =si or s =s:}, i.e. V = Uf~i (si, s:}, and edges are 
(s,. s:,, . . . ,(Sk-,. s;,. ,). Let G,, . . . , G, be the connected components of the 
graph G and VI,..., V, be the sets of vertices of the subgraphs G1, . . . , G,. Let 
W be the complement of V to the whole set of N persons. At last, let II,. . . , I, be 
the number of edges of the subgraphs G,, . . . , Gr, resp. Then 

(*ic) E,+*-.+I,=k--1. 
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Stage II. The lalst 2k questions. 
The answers f&r.. . , a3k_1 are defined by the rules (as befme we ask Si’about s;, 

.- l- k ,...,3k-1): 

ai 
= “yes" if S:E w, 

ai = “n-0” if S{E v\ v”, 
(&= “yes" if s;E V”. 

Here the set p, V” c V, depends on i and is defined in the following way. First 
at all, P = v”[‘] I contains at most one vertex from any V,,, lryl = 1, . . . , 1: Let 

V[i]=(s I$, k+Si: s=s~}=(Jk{s~} 

V,[i]= V[i]n Vm, m = 1,. . . , r. 

If VJi] # V,,,, then by definition V() contains no point of V,.,,. 
If V,,,[i] = V,,,, then we take the minimal number n such that V,,,[n] = Vm 

(surely n depends on pn) and put u: = sk. In such a case ui belongs to V“[i]. Thus 
the set V() = v”[i] is defined. 

Now we present a configuration S of persons which agrees with the answers 

a19 . . . , &-la To do this we consider the (final) set V” = V”[3k - l] and an 
auxiliary set VO’, V”’ c V, which is constructed in such a way that each connected 
component V,,, contains exactly one point either from V” or from V”. More 
precisely, if Vn, has a point UL E V” it contains no point of V”‘; if V,,, has not any 
point of V”, then the set V,,,\V[3k - 11 is non-empty and we choose an arbitrary 
point uz E V,\q3k - l] as a representative of Vm iii =I? Titus .;le sets V”, V”’ 
are defined and we put in the configuration S: 

s is ‘reliable’ if sfzWUV”UVo’, 

s is ‘unreliable’ if s E V\(V”U VO’). 

We state that 
(i) S agrees with the answers al,. . . , ask_+ 

(ii) The number of unreliable persons in S does not exceed k - 1. 
(iii) Let s$ V[3k - I] (the last set contains at most 2k points so such an s does 

exist), moreover if V”’ is non-empty let s f VO’; then the change of the type of the 
s gives a configuration S’ which agrees as well as S with the answers 
al,. . . , a3k-Im 

Thus the sequence of the answers al, . . . , ask-1 does not distinguish S and S’ 
what contradicts our assumption. Now we verify the statements (i)-(iii). 

(i) The following takes place: 
(a) the answers ak, . . . , ax,& are truthful; 
(b) s E W does not participate in the answers a,, . . . , ak-1 ; 
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(c) s = v: = VWV,,, (or s=vz:= V”n V,,,) answers in the ul, . . . , u&-I only 

about s’ E V,,,, s’ # s,, and so his answers “no” a,-e the truth. 
Thus all the reliable persons s E W U V”U V”’ answer only the truth what was 

stated. 
(ii) Let 5, be the number of pointq*of the set Vm, tn = 1,. . . , r. Then u, 6 l,,, + 1 

(the graph G,, is connected). By construction the number of unreliable persons in 

Vtn is &,I - 1, so their total number is 

I 

C( v,, - 1) s i I,,, = k - 1 
n1 -- 1 ?I1 = I 

(see (*) above) what was stated. 
(iii) Let sef V[3k - I]. By c._... ~ll~truction V*c V[3k - l], so sg! V@. Assume 

s cr W. Then s is reliable in S and unreliable in S’. Moreover there is no question 
about him. Therefore S’ agrees with the answers a,, ...,a3k-I as well as S. 
Consider now s E V\V”. Let s E V,,,. Then s$ V[3k - l] implies that V,,, does not 
contai:! any element of V”, so V,,, consists only of unreliable persons except 
maybe s itself (if s = v,,, “‘E V”‘). So the answers of s in the al, . . . , ak.+ are 
truthful, so all his answers are truthful and so we can change his type while not 
destroying the agreement with the answers al.. . . , &&k-l (we use here that the 
answers about s are only from unreliable persons from V,,,). 

Thi:- ,.xw:pletes the proof. The case N = 2k +2 is considered in the same 
manner. 

In conclusic>n we mention a generalization of the problem. Assume that it is 
known in addition that the number of unreliable persons does not exceed N 
(which is <[i(N - l)] and >O). What is the least number of questions Q(N, n-l) in 
this case’? Repeating the proof of the lower bound (with M- 1 questions at the 
first stage) one can prove that Q(ZV, M) B N+ M - 1. Moreover repeating the 
proof of the upper bound (with M positive answers in the Event A) one can prove 
that Q(N,M)~N+M-1. Thus Q(N,M)=N+M-1. 
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